Daniel Boone
PRIME PLUS WIFI – BLACK
$799.00
Our new Prime grills just
got even better with the
same great Prime features
PLUS a collapsible front
shelf, interior grill light,
rotisserie enabled
mounting and stronger
reinforced grates. Our
Prime models are built even smarter and stronger. 12V direct
power design provides better temp control, greater pellet fuel
economy and faster startups! With micro-adjustment capability
in the variable-speed fan and auger motor, you can maintain
more consistent grill temps. With the grill and pellet view
windows you can keep an eye on your food without letting your
smoke escape and monitor your pellet supply. With a 13.5”
peaked lid and 458 sq. in. of grill space this workhorse can cook
anything from a dozen racks of ribs to a small whole hog and
monitor multiple food temps with dual meat probes.
Control and monitor your grill from your couch or on-the-go with
GMG Smart Control. Adjust your smoke and grill temp from 150°F
to 550°F with 5° increment control. Adjust and monitor your food
temp from your phone with the GMG App. Grill smarter, eat
better!
Kick your taste buds into a new dimension!

* USB port is only for charging
* USB port will not charge USB-C devices
* Continental USA Prices

Daniel Boone
CHOICE – BLACK
$499.00
For 11 years, GMG’s
Choice product line
has stood the test of
time. We’ve
constantly refined
and improved it so
that you can now own a high-tech, industry-leading
pellet grill for a modest price.
A adjust the smoke and temp from 150 to 500 and
keep it there. With a GMG grill, you just “set it and
forget it.” You can produce succulent food, in your
own backyard, that proves you’re a pro.
Kick your taste buds into a new dimension!

Beale Street Grill
The new Beale Street
offers the versatility of
the Memphis Flagship
brand at a price point
that fits most budgets.
In addition, the Beale
Street brings the same
precision and
confidence to the art of wood fire grilling. The Beale Street
offers dependability and can deliver a perfect meal every
time utilizing the proprietary technology of the Memphis
Wood Fire Grill’s Intelligent Temperature Control (ITC).
Smoke, grill, bake, sear, and roast
 Convection oven cooking
 180 to 550 degrees Fahrenheit
 Cooking surface 558 to 817 sq. in. (optional grate)
 Cloud based Wi-Fi*
 12 lb pellet hopper capacity
 Cabinet for storage
 Open flame option


Jim Bowie
CHOICE – BLACK
$599.00
For 11 years, GMG’s
Choice product line
has stood the test
of time. We’ve
constantly refined
and improved it so
that you can now
own a high-tech,
industry-leading pellet grill for a modest price.
Adjust the smoke and temp from 150 to 500 and keep
it there. With a GMG grill, you just “set it and forget it.”
You can produce succulent food, in your own
backyard, that proves you’re a pro.
Kick your taste buds into a new dimension!

Daniel Boone
PRIME PLUS WIFI – STAINLESS
$829.00
Our new Prime grills just got
even better with the same
great Prime features PLUS a
collapsible front shelf, interior
grill light, rotisserie enabled
mounting and stronger
reinforced grates. Our Prime
models are built even smarter
and stronger. 12V direct power
design provides better temp
control, greater pellet fuel
economy and faster startups! With micro-adjustment capability
in the variable-speed fan and auger motor, you can maintain
more consistent grill temps. With the grill and pellet view
windows you can keep an eye on your food without letting your
smoke escape and monitor your pellet supply. With a 13.5”
peaked lid and 458 sq. in. of grill space this workhorse can cook
anything from a dozen racks of ribs to a small whole hog and
monitor multiple food temps with dual meat probes.
Control and monitor your grill from your couch or on-the-go with
GMG Smart Control. Adjust your smoke and grill temp from 150°F
to 550°F with 5° increment control. Adjust and monitor your food
temp from your phone with the GMG App. Grill smarter, eat
better!
Kick your taste buds into a new dimension!

Jim Bowie
PRIME PLUS WIFI – STAINLESS
$999.00
Our new Prime grills
just got even better
with the same great
Prime features PLUS a
collapsible front shelf,
interior grill light,
rotisserie enabled
mounting and stronger
reinforced grates. Our
Prime models are built
even smarter and stronger. 12V direct power design provides
better temp control, greater pellet fuel economy and faster
startups! With micro-adjustment capability in the variable-speed
fan and auger motor, you can maintain more consistent grill
temps. With the grill and pellet view windows you can keep an
eye on your food without letting your smoke escape and monitor
your pellet supply. With a 13.5” peaked lid and 658 sq. in. of grill
space this workhorse can cook anything from a dozen racks of
ribs to a small whole hog and monitor multiple food temps with
dual meat probes.
Control and monitor your grill from your couch or on-the-go with
GMG Smart Control. Adjust your smoke and grill temp from 150°F
to 550°F with 5° increment control. Adjust and monitor your food
temp from your phone with the GMG App. Grill smarter, eat
better!
Kick your taste buds into a new dimension

SUNFIRE 32″ FREESTANDING GRILL
Quality you can afford.
The latest addition to
the SunFire line, the
32″ freestanding gas
grill is a premium
product at an
unbeatable price.
Constructed in all
#304 stainless steel*
and designed with
careful precision to
ensure optimal airflow
and even heating, this grill gives its higher-priced competitors a
run for their money in both durability and grilling performance.
The SunFire will impress the most discriminating of grillers.
Also available in 32" and 26" with a variety of doors, drawers,
sinks, trash bin and many more combinations.

